
Overview 
® ®Corel  Painter  Essentials™ 5 makes it easy to create amazing art at any skill level. Easily sketch, draw 

®or paint on a blank canvas with award-winning Natural-Media  brushes that are custom selected for 

beginners. Want to do something really different and exciting with your photos? Discover 

unmatched photo-painting and cloning tools that will transform your pictures into impressive art 

right before your eyes. Explore a wide variety of painting styles, brushes and photo effects that let 

you create an authentic, hand-painted look every time. It's the most natural way to show your 

unique personality and style.

What is the Painter Essentials

competitive advantage?
®World’s most realistic Natural-Media  software 

for beginners 

Choose from Natural-Media brushes, custom selected for the 
newbie, that are ready right out of the box, including: Acrylics & 
Oils, Airbrushes, Chalk, Pastel & Crayons, Pencils, Pens & Markers, 
Digital Watercolor and more. Plus, the Jitter brushes found in 
multiple media categories enhance the realism and randomness of 
your brushstrokes.

Innovative mixed media brush technology

Mix media and create one-of-a-kind works without the restrictions 
that traditional tools bring. Unique media types such as 
revolutionary Particle Brushes, Blenders, F-X and Pattern Pens allow 
you to create wildly impressive artwork. Plus, turn on Mirror and 
Kaleidoscope painting to create complex art quickly and easily.

Streamlined photo-painting and tracing tools

Take snapshots and inspiration images, and transform them into 
amazing works of art. Simple Auto-Painting presets and unique 
Photo-painting tools simplify the process of turning a photo into 
a painted masterpiece by allowing you to use the image as your 
guide.

Amazing canvas textures and effects

Choose from a unique variety of built-in paper textures to create 
art with a level of texture and detail that no other digital painting 
software can match. Plus, further control the canvas surface by 
applying surface texture, lighting and art effects as a nishing 
touch to any composition.

Pressure-sensitive memory

Painter's unique Brush Tracking ensures individual wet and hard 
media brushes respond to your personal touch, producing 
results that look just like they were created using real world 
art materials.

Native 64-bit Mac and PC software

Painter Essentials 5 is a hybrid Mac and PC product that does not 
require a separate purchase for each platform. You can own the 
software outright—no cloud subscription required.
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Painter Essentials is the perfect 

complement to industry-standard

tools and hardware

User Segments

Wacom pen tablets & interactive displays

Painter Essentials 5 takes full advantage of Wacom features. 
When paired with a Wacom pen tablet or interactive pen display, 
you can preserve the traditional ow of painting by hand and 
brush, automatically controlling the tilt, bearing and rotation of 
Painter's brushes via a stylus' input. The digital art environment 
lets you paint more nimbly and gives you more control over 
brushstrokes, pressure and multi-touch navigation*.

Adobe Photoshop Elements

Use built-in .PSD le compatibility to easily preserve colors and 
layers when transferring les between Photoshop and Painter 
Essentials. Take Photoshop images and develop them into 
imaginative art with the most realistic and revolutionary painting 
tools on the market.

Windows Real-Time Stylus & 
Tablet PC and Intel’s 2 in 1 tablet device 

Paint on the go using an Intel 2 in 1 device or Windows Tablet PC 
and nd new inspiration anytime, anywhere with the power of 
full desktop software.

Photo Enthusiasts

Anybody that loves to take snapshots can now turn them into 
impressive paintings in no time. Painter Essentials 5 makes it easy 
with one-touch auto-painting that lets you choose a style and 
watch your painting come alive, stroke by stroke. Or tap into your 
creativity and create a painting that's as original as you! With 
exclusive photo-painting and cloning tools, you can dip a brush 
into a photograph and transform it into an impressive hand-
painted masterpiece to share with the world.

Art Enthusiasts

Experiment with media custom selected to get you started in 
digital art. If this is your rst time experimenting, Painter 
Essentials 5 offers a risk-free environment for getting started. 
Sketch, mix media, make mistakes, undo and start over. If 
moving from the traditional to the digital world, Painter 
Essentials allows a familiar and fun transition using state-of-the-

®art Natural-Media  technology. No matter what the skill level, 
Painter Essentials has something for everybody and makes it easy 
to create amazing art.
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*When using a multi-touch compatible Wacom pen tablet or interactive display
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© Eric HolmenTop 5 Reasons to Buy 

1 ®World's most authentic Natural-Media

Experience a stress-free way to unleash your imagination and 
express your true creativity. Painter Essentials Natural-Media 
brushes, including RealBristle™ technology, replicate traditional 
art materials more realistically than any other software.

2 User interface

The new user interface in Painter Essentials 5 was inspired by the 
professional tools found in Painter 2015, but was built for 
beginners. Easily choose to get started with Drawing and 
Painting or Photo Painting. You'll nd all the tools you need to 
create incredible photo effects and original art.
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3 Revolutionary Particle brushes 

Discover incredible brushes that let you revel in creative chaos or 
take complete control. Enhance a photo-clone painting with 
unique photo effects or create a unique masterpiece with 
physics-based brushstrokes that spring, ow, glow and gravitate 
onto your canvas.

4 Smart photo-painting and tracing tools

Just choose your image and a preset painting style, and then sit 
back and watch the Auto-Painting tool magically paint a photo 
for you. Or, show your originality by painting right over your 
photo using tracing paper as a guide. Dip a brush into the photo 
using color right from the image itself or custom select your 
own colors.

5 2 in 1 mobile painting interface

With a Real-Time Stylus & Windows Tablet PC, plus a powerful 
®Intel  Core™ processor in your 2 in 1 or tablet, you can paint on 

the go and nd new inspiration anytime, anywhere. Your Tablet 
PC will automatically detect when you are in Tablet mode and 
change the interface for you.
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Main Application

Ÿ Corel Painter Essentials 2015 – Mac OS and Windows versions

Online Content†

Ÿ Quick Start Guide (PDF)

Ÿ Videos and tutorials

Ÿ HTML Help les (Windows)

Ÿ Apple Help les (Mac)

Learning Content

www.painterartist.com/pelearning

What’s Included

Windows

Ÿ Microsoft Windows 8.1 (64-bit) or Windows 7 (64-bit editions), 

with latest service packs installed

Ÿ Intel Pentium 4, AMD Athlon 64 or AMD Opteron

Ÿ 2 GB of RAM

§Ÿ 650 MB hard disk space for application les

Ÿ 1280 × 800 screen resolution

Ÿ DVD drive

Ÿ Mouse or tablet 

Ÿ Microsoft Internet Explorer 8 or higher

§Additional space may be required for Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5

Mac

Ÿ Mac OS X 10.9 or 10.10 (with latest revision)

Ÿ Intel Core 2 Duo

Ÿ 2 GB of RAM

Ÿ 500 MB hard disk space for application les

Ÿ 1280 × 800 screen resolution

Ÿ DVD drive

Ÿ Mouse or tablet 

Ÿ Safari v5 or higher

†Internet connection required

System Requirements

www.painterartist.com/essentials
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